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SharpCloud is a data-driven agile tool for 

strategic planning, communication, and 

collaboration. SharpCloud stories are highly 

engaging visualizations that contain data, 

supporting collateral, videos, and images to 

uniquely present timelines and relationships. 

Features include offline and access across 

mobile devices and Surface Hub. Designed for 

teams, built to scale, and enterprise-ready.

• SITUATION

Enterprise workers love the agility of Microsoft Excel and Microsoft PowerPoint but still need to collaborate 

effectively and tell their stories across linear slide decks, complex spreadsheets, and email. SharpCloud needed the 

right cloud services provider to help enterprise teams plan, report on, communicate, and make decisions on their 

business activities by bringing all data into the same collaborative and secure digital space.

• BENEFITS

Microsoft Azure’s reputation and trusted network give enterprise 

customers added confidence in the strength of SharpCloud’s solution.

Azure’s scalability and flexibility enable the SharpCloud service to 

scale with enterprise customers’ demands.

Microsoft Azure Platform Enables Visual Strategic 

Planning Software for Collaboration in Enterprises
“SharpCloud is building on the scalability and security of Microsoft Azure to deliver enterprise-

strength solutions across strategic business processes. Azure gives our customers the confidence 

that the SharpCloud service can scale along with their needs.” – Sarim Khan, Cofounder, SharpCloud

• SOLUTION

SharpCloud moved its solution to Microsoft Azure, enabling customers to access the SharpCloud tool using Azure’s 

single identity and secure authentication process via Active Directory. SharpCloud uses Azure Storage to aggregate 

Microsoft Office files and SharePoint content and videos, then presents the data in a highly visual, flexible way. 

SharpCloud’s ability to present timelines and relationships uniquely and to create data-driven views helps workers 

gain high-level insight and be more productive.

http://www.sharpcloud.com/

